
Gfp
Flawless finish.  Flexible applications.  Superior Bond

Clear Mount  1 mil (25µ) Clear Polyester carrier coated two sides with clear solvent adhesive: one adheres to  
the back of a printed image, the other to a mounting board.  It bonds the image to paper covered boards like Gatorfoam®, but 
forms a superior bond to low energy plastic surfaces like polystyrene, Sintra®, Gatorboard, .  The single release 
liner is 75# (105 gsm) white paper coated both sides with moisture stabilizing PE and siliconized on the release side.  
Recommended for decaling printed images or pre-coating boards prior to mounting.  

White Mount  3 mil (75µ) white Polypropylene carrier with 87% opacity reduces color shift when mounting to dark surfaces like 
Black Gatorboard.  The carrier is coated two sides with 1 mil (25µ) permanent aggressive water-based acrylic adhesive: one 
adheres to the back of the printed image, the other to all styles of mounting boards.  The single release liner is 3 mil (76µ) white 
paper coated both sides with moisture stabilizing PE and siliconized on the release side.  Used for decaling printed images or 
pre-coating boards prior to mounting, it blocks bleed-through from images on dark mounting boards. 

Front Mount  1.4 mil (36µ) Optically clear Polyester carrier coated two sides with clear permanent solvent adhesive: one side 
adheres to the front of the image, the other to the inside of a clear substrate. In this face mounting process, the image is viewed 
through a clear substrate like Plexiglas®, acrylic, polycarbonate, and glass.  Front Mount has two 1.4 mil (36µ) silicone-coated 
Polyester liners to ensure smooth adhesive surface without debris.  It is used to display digital images or photographs and for 
backlit display applications.  Recommended for promotional advertising, POP displays, touch screens, window graphics, or trade 
show exhibits requiring a see-through transparent surface. 
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